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Walking Without Walls: Digital Dialogue on Peace, Friendship and Boundaries 
Rachel Ashton & May Murad 
 

1. Introduction/The Project 
 
Painters May Murad (Gaza) and Rachel Ashton (Huntly) digitally collaborated throughout 2017 
to plan two 2018 Slow Marathons in their respective home countries. 
 

 
Rachel Ashton & May Murad, whatsapp call, photo credit: Deveron Projects 

 
2018 brings the centenary year marking the end of WW1. 1918 is also the year Britain occupied 
the Palestinian territory of Gaza -  its turbulent history has been irrevocably shaped by this 
event. The Gaza Strip is of exact marathon length (26 miles/42k) with walls at each end. Artist 
Rachel Ashton cannot visit, and artist May Murad cannot leave. The question is posed: how can 
we extend and keep up friendships when meeting in person is not an option? Can we socially 
engage if one never physically meets the other? 
 
The digitally-driven exchange project Walking Without Walls partnership explored how we can 
collaborate artistically and socially despite restrictive political situations. The two artists shared 
their respective landscapes through image and video, skype and whatsapp, sketches and text 
in their very different geopolitical settings. While Rachel negotiated her way with landowners 
and farmers, May dealt with the complexities of living in an occupied territory. Drawing on the 
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plant journals of WW1 pacifist Rosa Luxemburg - created whilst imprisoned - the artists 
recorded and shared plants with curing powers in their different climates, while looking for new 
paths, friendship and ways of healing along the way. 
 
Walking Without Walls formed two marathon length walks on 22 April 2018. One in Gaza and 
the other in Aberdeenshire, along the river Isla from Dufftown via Keith to Huntly. It featured an 
exhibition, a catalogue of healing plants and a Pathmakers' Gathering on political walking. 
 
The artists’ pathmaking explorations into their own land were accompanied by a year-long 
exchange through various digital applications. In a time of rising nationalism and restrictive 
legislations that hinder crossings of national borders, the two artists used this year-long 
exchange to explore opportunities and limits of new technologies in fostering transnational 
long-distance collaboration.  
 

2. The Artists  
 
Rachel Ashton 

 
Rachel Ashton, Slow Marathon 2018, photo credit: Iman Tajik 

 
Rachel Ashton integrates all aspects of an artistic lifestyle and her environmental concerns into 
her practice. Her work can be inward-looking, sometimes through paintings and songs 
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examining psychological issues through dreams. She is also moved by her surroundings in the 
North East of Scotland, reflecting her deep concern for environmental degradation and the 
impact that we have on nature. In the last few years she has been developing her practice 
through experimenting with handmade natural paint and printing techniques and integrating 
music, drawing and the sung and written word through the use of video and other media. 
 
As artist in residence with Deveron Projects, Huntly, her joint project Walking without Walls with 
Gaza painter, May Murad, involved among other things, digital friendship and cultural exchange, 
wildplant journaling, which culminated in the annual Slow Marathon in April 2018. 
 
May Murad  

 
May Murad, Gaza Studio, photo credit: May Murad  

 
May Murad was born in Gaza in 1984. She studied Fine Arts at Al-Aqsa University in Gaza, and 
graduated in 2006 with a BA degree. In addition to teaching art, May pursues her own artwork, 
with a focus on developing her drawing and painting techniques. Her concepts are inspired by 
her personal experience, as an artist living in Gaza facing the current situation and all that it 
entails: socially, economically and politically. 
 
May’s belief is that Gazan artists not only express their feelings, and document their status quo, 
but also persistently and bravely search to reach a solution or at least find a meaning for the 
unrevealed mystery that they live through. Murad has been able to exhibit her work in several 
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exhibitions in Palestine and Arab states, and was also a member of the Roots for Art Group in 
Gaza from 2010 to 2015. Walking Without Walls was May’s first commission with Deveron 
Projects, and her first joint residency working with Huntly-based artist, Rachel Ashton.  
 
 

3. Events  
 
Walking without Walls Events  
 
Plant Journaling Walkshops 
Various dates, July - August 2017 
 
A series of seven 'walkshops' were organised with artist in residence Rachel Ashton. Rachel 
enjoys working within the landscape, working with a variety of subjects and media often making 
her own paint. Her landscapes are bright and contemporary and have gained popularity since 
1998. Every Wednesday the public were invited for a walk to learn about collecting, identifying, 
pressing and drawing plants and flowers to produce a plant journal. The sessions were ticketed 
at £5 each, or £20 for six sessions. The walkshops were attended by 22 people with around 4 
new participants.  
 
Digital Studio Sessions 
Various dates, June - September, 2017 
Brander Kitchen 
 
May hosted a digital studio session, showing local residents around her studio on Skype.  
 
The public was invited to join Deveron Projects for several digital studio sessions, together with 
digital artist in residence, May Murad. Via Skype, participants saw the inner workings of Murad’s 
studio in Gaza. This encouraged deeper reflection on the differences in ways of living in Huntly 
and Gaza.  
 
Plant Drawing Classes 
First Saturday of the month, August - December 2017 
Brander Kitchen 
 
Rachel Ashton ran a plant-drawing class in Brander Kitchen over 5 months. She shared her 
skills in drawing and recording plant species over these five sessions, working with local 
residents on drawing technique and sharing her extensive knowledge about local plant life. 
During the project, Rachel explored Huntly’s local landscape, cataloguing local plant species 
and their many uses. The purpose of these sessions was to learn more about how Rachel 
regularly records and draws species of plants and to encourage the public to give it a go 
themselves. The sessions were ticketed at £15, or £50 for five sessions.  
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Friday Lunch: Sami Afrandi 
7 July 2017 
Brander Kitchen 
 
Sami Ajrami is a journalist who has been covering the Gaza Strip for the Italian news agency 
ANSA for six years. He has lived in Gaza all his life, and has spent his career reporting on the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Despite a lack of respect for human rights and an unstable political, 
social and economic situation, Sami insists he is lucky to have a job and strives to find 
enjoyment in Gaza. Once a year he travels to the West Bank, something 97% of Gazans are 
unable to do due to Israeli restrictions. Sami joined Huntly, via Skype, and spoke about life and 
work in Gaza.  
 
Citizen Herbarium 
8 August 2017 
Brander Kitchen 
 
The public were encouraged to bring flowers, glasses, plants and stories; medicinal, edible or 
purely beautiful and together in order to create something unique. The aim was for Rachel to 
talk more about Walking Without Walls and for her to expand upon her uses for local plant 
species.  
 
 
Friday Lunch: Walking Without Walls 
15 September 2017 
Brander Kitchen 
 
Rachel talked about her digital exchange with May Murad during Walking Without Walls as part 
of Deveron Projects’ Friday Lunch talks series.  
 
 
Slow Marathon Training Walks 
Various  
Huntly Square  
 
Training sessions over several months to help Slow Marathon walkers prepare for the marathon 
distance at the end of April. Hot drinks and snacks were provided at the end of each walk, the 
dates and distances were as follows: 
 
Sat 13 Jan: 8 km 
Sat 10 Feb: 15 km 
Sat 10 Mar: 24 km  
Sun 8 Apr: 30 km 
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Pathmakers' Gathering 
21 April 2018 
The McBoyle Scout Centre 
 
The pre-event for Slow Marathon 2018 and the 
launch of Walking Without Walls: Exhibition ran 
from 4-8pm on Sat 21 April 2018. The invite 
encouraged pathmakers, pilgrims and other 
political walkers to join Deveron Projects’ for a 
critical discourse around the following questions. 
 
How has walking been used for political action? 
And can walking be an artistic gesture with political 
relevance? We explored answers to these 
questions in relation to Rachel Ashton’s and May 
Murad’s project, which informed the Slow 
Marathon 2018 routes in Huntly and Gaza. During 
the Gathering, the talks aimed to illustrate Walking 
Without Walls in its making, and unearth the 
complex issues of political significance that 
underpin the project. 
  
After an introduction from Elisabetta Rattalino (who 
organised and set up this event) Blake Morris gave a talk that rooted the marathon in Walking 
Art history. Mick Napier then gave an impassioned and personal talk about his experiences in 
Gaza, mindful that no one should forget the complicated politics of an occupied nation. Claudia 
Zeiske, with Rachel Ashton, then spoke about the project and played a short video that May 
Murad had sent as Skype was not possible due to connectivity issues. Rachel rounded out this 
section by singing her Plant Song, the lyrics of which were printed in each Slow Marathon 
walkers event pack.  
 
These talks enabled Slow Marathon walkers to see Walking Without Walls’ in the framework of 
walking art history, and its crucial political underpinnings. After the discussion, the panel fielded 
many thought-provoking questions from the audience. We were then invited by Elisabetta to 
enjoy the exhibition preview, as paintings, drawings and other documentation resulting from 
Rachel and May’s digital exchange were displayed on the occasion. Refreshments of tea and 
coffee, as well as several Syrian dishes prepared by Hyat and Aber, were provided.  
 
At 6pm, all walkers who registered were given their walking pack, which included the Healing 
Herbs booklet and Plant Song, Walking Without Walls Slow Marathon 2018 Route booklet, and 
Emergency numbers list. Following this Claudia Zeiske introduced the Slow Marathon 2018 
route and rules. 
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Slow Marathon 2018 
Sat 21 - Sun 22 April 2018 
Gaza Strip, Dufftown to Huntly 
 

“On Sunday 22 April 2018, having spent a year planning both routes, permission was only 
granted a week prior to the event for 40 Palestinians to walk from one end of the Gaza Strip to 

the other. Simultaneously, 70 walkers in Scotland crossed the Aberdeenshire hills.” 
 

Excerpt from Walking Without Walls film, produced by Alix Rothnie 
 

After a successful Pathmakers’ Gathering the previous day, 70 walkers boarded buses at 7am 
to the Slow Marathon 2018 starting point in Aberdeenshire. Whilst being piped in by Steve 
Brown, the group set off. The route was as follows: Parkmore - Keith & Dufftown railway line - 
Lochpark - Drummuir Castle - Towiemore - Mill of Towie - Quarryhead - Braehead - Keith - 
Mains of Auchoynahie - Balloch Wood - Sittinghillock - Upper Cuttlehill - Horntowie - North 
Riggins - Auchenachie - Ruthven - Whitehill - The Bin Forest - The White Wood - Castle Hotel - 
Huntly Castle - Huntly Town Square.  
 
There were various rest stops along the way including (among others) scones and tea at Loch 
Park, respite in Tim Bowden’s wigwam, and a dram of whisky near Huntly Castle. Artist in 
residence Katie Rose Johnston previewed her Community Crockery project during a stop at the 
White Wood in the Bin Forest.  

Walking Without Walls / Slow Marathon 2018, photo credit: Deveron Projects 
 
The Slow Marathon: Dufftown to Huntly  event evaluation was undertaken with Rachel Ashton, 
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Blake Morris and the Deveron Projects team, the minutes of this session are attached as an 
appendix.  
 
The concurrent event in Gaza is detailed by the map below. It should be noted May Murad 
received the go-ahead from Palestinian officials for this marathon-length walk only 7 days prior 
to the event.  
 

 
   Gaza Marathon Route, 2018 

 
Slow Marathon, co-concepted with Ethiopian artist Mihret Kebede in 2012, is Deveron Projects’ 
annual walking event. Celebrating the human pace, it is both an endurance event as well as a 
poetic act that brings together friendship, physical activity and an appreciation of our varied 
landscape. This concept was developed to include the digital exchange between Rachel Ashton 
and May Murad to explore the political and personal challenges they faced in Walking Without 
Walls.  
 
Walking Without Walls: Exhibition 
23 Apr - 27 May 2018 
Ethical Gift Shop, Duke St 
 
After previewing at the Pathmakers’ Gathering on Sat 21 Apr, an exhibition of Rachel Ashton’s 
works from Walking Without Walls was put on display in Huntly’s Ethical Gift Shop on Duke St. 
A series of Rachel’s paintings and inspirations were hung in the Ethical Gift Shop coffee shop 
and a large display was made in the window from 23 April to 27 May 2018. To ensure May 
Murad had significant presence in this exhibition, framed photographs of her plant-gathering and 
her inspiration were included as her works could not be physically present.  
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         Walking without Walls: Exhibition, Ethical Gift Shop, Duke St. photo credit: Deveron Projects 
 
This exhibition garnered interest from several audiences - those who participated in the 
Pathmakers’ Gathering and Slow Marathon weekend, those who were aware of the Walking 
Without Walls project through Rachel Ashton or Deveron Projects, and those who visited the 
Ethical Gift Shop. Literature ( Deveron Express: Spring 2018) was made available on-site to 
contextualise the project.  
 
The exhibition was curated by Elisabetta Rattalino and Rachel Ashton.  
 

 
Walking Without Walls: Exhibition, Ethical Gift Shop, Duke St. photo credits: Deveron Projects 
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As well as Rachel Ashton’s painted works, also on display were maps (from Huntly and Gaza) 
displaying the Slow Marathon routes, screenshots from WhatsApp chats between the artists, the 
Healing Herbs booklet and Plant Song, a copy of Rosa Luxemburg’s Herbarium, Ashton’s plant 
journals and examples of her plant drawings.   
 
Who Are We? Tate Exchange 
Fri 25 May 2018 
Tate Modern/London, Brander Kitchen/Huntly, May Murad’s home/Gaza  
 
Deveron Projects, in collaboration with Counterpoints Arts, hosted a Friday Lunch linking around 
30 people in London, 20 in Huntly and 10 in Gaza on Fri 25 May 2018. In London, food was 
provided by refugee and migrant cooks from Welcome Kitchen through Counterpoints Arts. In 
Huntly, artist in residence Ela Orleans cooked. In Gaza, as this event occurred during 
Ramadan, May and her group prepared for Iftar.  
 
The schedule ran as follows:  
1pm introduction from Claudia 
1.15pm Walking Without Walls film screening  
1.30pm Lunch and talks by Rachel Ashton & May Murad  
1.45pm Questions and discussion (during lunch)  
 
Feedback from this event was positive, with the note from Huntly that while the discussion was 
interesting - most questions from London were directed at May Murad in Gaza rather than 
Rachel Ashton in Aberdeenshire. This could have been counteracted by establishing set 
questions beforehand. Tate Exchange is acknowledged as a space for everyone to collaborate, 
test ideas and discover new perspectives on political and personal topics. This events took 
place in the wider context of Tate Exchange and Counterpoints Arts workshop series, Who Are 
We?, from 22-27 May 2018.  
 

 
                                       Who Are We? Tate Exchange Friday Lunch, London, photo credit: Deveron Projects 
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4. Marketing 
 
Print & Digital  
 

● 2000 printed newsletter invitations to attend Walking Without Walls Slow Marathon 2018 
that were distributed locally and posted to art organisations and universities within the 
UK. The total number of recipients for each newsletter is over 800. 

● Invitations for Citizen’s Herbarium, Pathmakers’ Gathering, Slow Marathon 2018 and 
Who Are We? Tate Exchange were designed, printed and distributed widely.  

● Healing Herbs booklets were designed and printed to incorporate the Plant Song and 
distributed at the Pathmakers’ Gathering.  

● Email shots were sent advertising upcoming Walking Without Walls events.  
● The project was featured on Deveron Projects website and advertised through our social 

media on facebook, instagram and twitter. Retweets and shares came often from the 
artists, Counterpoints Arts, Creative Scotland and participants involved in the project.  

● In-depth project profiles were also available on Counterpoints Arts Who Are We?, and 
Creative Scotland’s websites. 

 
 
Slow Marathon Marketing  
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5. Education/ Outreach 
 
Summer School Workshops  
Various  
Gordon Schools  
 
Rachel Ashton worked with school groups from the local Gordon School as part of series of 
plant-drawing workshops. These sessions encouraged young people in Huntly to get outside 
and take a closer look at the local plant-life, to learn more about the Walking Without Walls 
project and about how Rachel regularly records and draws species of plants in her plant journal. 
These workshops were attended by a majority of new participants.  
 
Friday Lunch: Artist’s Talk 
15 September 2017 
Brander Kitchen 
 
Rachel Ashton talked about her digital exchange with May Murad during Walking Without Walls 
as part of Deveron Projects’ Friday Lunch talks series. 15 participants were in attendance on 
this date. 
  
Balhousie Plant Drawing and Herbarium 
18 September 2017 
Balhousie Care Group 
 
Rachel Ashton worked with members of the Balhousie Care Group to create their own 
plant-journals. She talked about foraging the local wildlife, where to find the plants and their 
medicinal and herbal uses, and how and why she catalogues them in such a way. She also led 
a plant-drawing workshop as part of the session. This session was attended by entirely new 
participants from a local community care home.  
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                               Balhousie Plant Drawing and Herbarium, photo credit: Deveron Projects 

 
Digital Studio Sessions 
27 September 2017 
Brander Kitchen 
 
(See previous)  
 
What do you know about the Balfour declaration?  
2 November 2017  
Brander Kitchen 
 
Film screening and discussion session. This event was conceived as an afternoon of film, 
discussion and reading, its purpose was to create an occasion for reflecting on the role that 
Britain initially played in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, and on how this conflict impacts 
Palestinians and Israelis and their lives today. Palestinian artist Ayman Alazraq’s Oslo 
Syndrome (2013; HD Video) was screened at the event and it was attended by 8 local 
residents. 
 
Who Are We? Tate Exchange  
25 May 2018 
 
(See previous) 
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6. Event Statistics 

 
Attendance numbers 
 

Walking Without 
Walls Events 

No. of events Date Participants New 
Participants 

Summer School 
Workshop with RA 

1 05/07/2017 16 14 

Plant Journaling 
Walkshops 

7 Various 22 4 

Summer School 
Workshop with RA 

1 08/02/2017 16 8 

Plant Drawing with RA 15 Various 25 5 

Friday Lunch: Sami 
Ajrami 

1 07/07/2017 12 3 

Balhousie Plant 
Drawing and 
Herbarium 

1 18/09/2017 8 8 

Gordon Schools Plant 
Drawing Workshop 

3 20/09/2017 34 34 

Digital Studio Session 1 09/06/2017 5 2 

Digital Studio Session 1 27/9/2017 6 1 

What do you know 
about the Balfour 
declaration? 

1 02/11/2017 8 0 

Training Walks 5 Various 30 6 

Citizen Herbarium 1 08/08/2017   

Friday Lunch: Walking 
Without Walls 

1 15/09/2017 15 0 
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Pathmakers' 
Gathering 

1 21/04/2018 60 10 

Slow Marathon 2018: 
Dufftown to Huntly  

1 22/04/2018 70  15 

Slow Marathon 2018:  
Gaza Strip 

1 22/04/2018 40 40 

Walking Without 
Walls: Exhibition 

1 23/04/2018 - 
27/05/2018 

  

Who Are We? Tate 
Exchange 

1 25/05/2018 60 35 

Total 49   431 186 

 
7. Media  

 

Date Press Title 

17/05/2018 Creative Scotland blog Deveron Projects taking big ideas for a long walk 

04/05/2018 Huntly Express Artists bring unity with Slow Marathon 

19/04/2018 Press & Journal Slow Marathon 

09/02/2018 Huntly Express Art Projects Slow Marathon 

12/01/2018 Huntly Express Slowly Does it for Trek 

25/08/2017 Huntly Express Rachel to Host Plant Drawing  

   

 
8. Evaluation  

 
From its conception, Walking Without Walls was a departure from the usual 3-month artist 
residency at Deveron Projects. Rachel Ashton and May Murad, both painters unused to 
socially-engaged practice, digitally collaborated for 12 months to form an exchange of culture, 
landscape and friendship - the final result of which proved seemingly immovable barriers can be 
surmounted by openness and modern technology.  
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Both Rachel Ashton and May Murad noted their painting styles have transformed since Walking 
Without Walls, May in particular reports her paintings were in ‘gray case’ at the beginning of the 
project and she says, “Knowing a new environment and seeing all those green spaces and 
drawing those scenes made me discover many areas in myself, an important experience for any 
artist to develop his skills and experience everything.” 
 
As noted, Walking Without Walls lasted 12 months in total rather than the traditional 3 month 
span. This gave both artists the time to work and walk frequently together, developing their 
friendship as well as influencing each others painting styles. Access to the project for the public 
during this time came mostly through recurrent events such as Studio Sessions, Plant 
Journaling Walkshops/Workshops, and the Slow Marathon. The Walking Without Walls film is 
also accessible via YouTube and the Deveron Projects website. 
 
Continuing Deveron Projects’ annual walking festival, the Slow Marathon was a useful tool to 
encourage wider project engagement among different audience groups. It was important to 
highlight the differences and as well as similarities of each artists situation, such as the Gaza 
group’s use of a bus between walking points - it was clear some areas were too unsafe with no 
‘Right to Roam’. From an organisational point of view, the two groups could have collaborated 
more closely on a visible theme to link the walks. For example, the group in Gaza had t-shirts, 
hats, and a banner emblazoned with logos which could have been mirrored in Huntly.  
 
During the project, Deveron Projects’ town is the venue methodology expanded to include not 
only the town of Huntly, but part of the Gaza strip and a portion of the Southbank in London too. 
Relating back to Zeiske and Sacramento’s Artocracy: Handbook for Socially-engaged Practice, 
this creative work method spanned continents, borders, and seemingly insurmountable political 
upheaval to link artists, landscapes and communities through working methodology.  
 
It should also be noted on 31st March 2018, 16 Palestinians were killed and hundreds injured at 
the Gaza/Israeli border at the start of a six-week protest in what was dubbed the Great March of 
Return. This violence reframed the project for many, aligning our artistic ideals of harmony 
across borders with the harsh reality of political imprisonment as described by Mick Napier at 
the Pathmakers’ Gathering event.  
 
The longevity of the project, through press and continued interest, has brought forward the 
exciting proposition both artists present at the Salzburg Summer School maning Rachel and 
May have the opportunity to meet in person after 12 months of digital exchange. 
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Walking Without Walls teams, April 2018, photo credits: Deveron Projects  

 
9. Legacy 

 
Film 
 
Using clips from the artists’ WhatsApp and Skype communication, drone footage from the Slow 
Marathons in Huntly and Gaza, as well as her own footage - Deveron Project’s Town Collection 
Curator Alix Rothnie produced a 9 minute project film entitled Walking Without Walls. This film 
was shown at Who Are We? Tate Exchange on Fri 25 May to audiences in Tate Modern, 
London, in Huntly and in Gaza, and was distributed via Youtube. See the film here. 
 
Artists’ Talk: Salzburg Summer School 
Time/Date TBC  
 
Rachel Ashton and May Murad have been selected for a joint talk in the Salzburg Summer 
School which brings the exciting possibility that the two artists may finally meet in person after 
over a year of digital communication on Walking Without Walls. 
 
 

10.Funding and Thanks 
 

Artists  
Rachel Ashton  
May Murad  
 

Photography and design 
Alix Rothnie 
Iman Tajik 
Diane Smith 
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Media  
Lesley Booth 

Shadi Alassar 
Connor Stewart Paterson 

Partners and funders 
Creative Scotland  
Dummuie Windfarm Huntly Ltd 
Aberdeenshire Council 
Counterpoints Arts  

Special thanks 
Elisabetta Rattalino  
Rachael Disbury 
Robyn Wolsey  
Sami Ajrami 
Lola Otto 

  

 
11.Appendices 

 
Appendix A: Website Text  
 
Digital Dialogue on Peace, Friendship and Boundaries 
 
Painters May Murad (Gaza) and Rachel Ashton (Huntly) digitally collaborated throughout 2017  
to plan two 2018 Slow Marathons in the places they come from. 
 
2018 is the centenary year of the end of WW1. It is also the year when Britain occupied the 
Palestinian territory of Gaza, - its turbulent history has since been shaped by this event. The 
Gaza strip is of exact marathon length (26 miles/42k) with walls at each end. We can not visit, 
and they can not come out. How can we extend and keep up friendships when we can never 
visit each other? Can socially engage if we never physically meet the other? 
 
The digitally driven exchange project Walking without Walls partnership explored how we can 
collaborate artistically and socially despite restrictive political situations. The two artists shared 
through image and video, skype and whatsapp, sketches and text their respective landscapes in 
their very different geo-political settings. While Rachel negotiated her way with landowners and 
farmers, May dealt with the complexities of living in an occupied territory. Drawing on the plant 
journals of WW1 pacifist Rosa Luxemburg – created whilst imprisoned - the artists recorded and 
shared plants with curing powers in their different climates, while looking for new paths, 
friendship and ways of healing along the way. 
 
Walking Without Walls formed two marathon length walks. One in Gaza and the other along the 
river Isla from Dufftown via Keith to Huntly. It featured exhibitions in both places, a catalogue of 
healing plants and a Pathmakers' Gathering on political walking. See photos from the day here. 
 
The artists’ pathmaking explorations into their own land were accompanied by a year-long 
exchange through various digital applications. In a time of rising nationalism and restrictive 
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legislations that hinder crossings of national borders, the two artists have been exploring 
opportunities and limits of new technologies in fostering transnational long-distance 
collaboration. Paintings, drawings and other documentation resulting from their visual exchange  
will be displayed at Tate Exchange on Fri 25th May. 
 
Appendix B: Artists’ interview  
 
Rachel Ashton and May Murad  
In conversation with Elisabetta Rattalino  
March 2018  
 
Elisabetta: Walking Without Walls started in May 2017. Since then you have been in digital 
contact. How often and in what ways have you been in touch over the past year?  
May: We have been in touch via WhatsApp and via Facebook once or twice a week. We used 
Skype mainly for our official meetings. Rachel, would you agree?  
Rachel: Yes! We write messages, send audio files of ourselves speaking and send each other 
photos and videos of family, friends and landscapes.  
 
Elisabetta: You have probably learnt a lot about each other’s life and culture. What about your 
experiences as artists... You are both painters, and you have been mainly representing each 
other’s landscapes. Please, tell me a bit about your creative process... how did it work? What 
was the more suitable means for you to understand and represent the landscape of the other?  
Rachel: I would say that videos with descriptions were the most helpful means for 
understanding Mays landscape. For example, when May filmed for me the entrance to Nuseirat 
refugee camp, I asked her to tell me the story about it, so that I could understand better what I 
was seeing. Likewise, when she went to Jerusalem for an exhibition and filmed some parts of 
the journey, she described for me which stretch of the journey she was filming and from what 
mode of transport.  
May: I agree with Rachel, sharing videos with oral explanation was the most effective form of 
exchange. I could understand what was in front of my eyes and choose a still image freely. 
Indeed, it has been a very enriching overall experience… I felt that I was away from Gaza many 
times!  
 
Elisabetta: How did your practice change during this experience? Could you send me a picture 
of one of the paintings you have created so far?  
May: My practice did change a lot. My usual style is more expressive and dramatic. Working on 
this project made me realise my abilities in landscape painting. Something I had never thought 
before to depict. Look at all those green spaces that I have been painting during the project... for 
once, I’ve been drawing things that are not grey! This made me feel brighter. Life in Gaza is 
quite different: there are nice natural landscapes, but we cannot enjoy them because of our 
besieged and restricted circumstances.  
Rachel: Yes, I am learning things and seeing things I would not read about, I think. Like seeing 
in detail May’s Grandparents’ back garden, hearing her uncle’s knowledge of plants and 
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witnessing May’s family’s personal olive harvest. It’s very enriching indeed…! In my paintings of 
the North East of Scotland, I am drawn to dramatic light on rippling fields on the sides of hills, 
valleys full of trees and the shadows they create and curving rivers. I smooth and round off 
everything I see into stylised dream-like scenes in exaggerated and enhanced colours. I couldn’t 
do this with the Scenes May sent me from Gaza. To begin with, they were mostly urban scenes. 
Moreover, there was much less colour and, to me, it seemed wrong somehow to exaggerate 
this landscape that was not mine... I felt I needed to be more sensitive and I was less confident 
about how to approach the subject. This, for instance, is one of my paintings for the project… I 
was trying not only to paint the beautiful green scenes that featured in our exchanges, but also 
to depict some of the more urban ones and reflect the desolation of those spaces. To be pushed 
out of one’s comfort zone has been a good experience as an artist.  
 
Elisabetta: Whilst you were learning about each other’s landscape, you were plant journaling 
your own everyday landscapes. What kind of information have you collected about the plants? 
Rachel: I have collected some samples of the actual plants and pressed them. Then I have 
stuck them in my book and drawn in any missing parts, like the flowers or seeds. I have 
researched the plant lore and medicinal and edible properties, and I have included the 
information I liked in my book. Some plants which had many uses, I have dedicated a whole 
page or more. In other cases, I have put several plants on a page and just included a little 
information about them.  
May: I did almost the same work, I was filming the plant, so I could find their names. Then, I 
dried the plants in books. I also made a diagram, and then looked for information to discover 
whether the plants were useful or harmful. There were plants I knew before starting this project, 
plants that can be eaten or used for infusions, like malukhya or chamomile. I loved including 
some plants’ traditional popular names, also because it was rather hard for me to identify the 
plants through their scientific names.  
 
Elisabetta: Beside painting and plant-journaling, you have also been working the route for the 
Slow Marathon 2018. What were the main difficulties in plotting the 26m route?  
Rachel: I suppose for me the main difficulty was when the route went through someone’s land 
who was not happy about people using that route, even though it was an obvious right of way. 
We only faced one difficulty there, which we hope won’t be an issue on the actual marathon. I 
got quite anxious about exercising our ‘Right to Roam’ when it involved walking right through 
someone’s curtilage, but we have avoided that where we can. Another difficulty is making the 
route clear to participants, particularly the section on forestry tracks, which are very easy to get 
lost on.  
May: Well as you know, my experience has been rather different. The Gaza Strip has been 
besieged by many wars. Now we are threatened with a new war. The situation is unstable, the 
government is rather rigid, and the traditional society does not accept anything easily. Walking 
26 miles without going through disages, and there will be a lot of obstacles on the way. Taking a 
permit or walking without disturbing anyone will not happen easily, unfortunately. In addition, 
there are military zones that cannot be crossed, and the areas close to the border with Israel are 
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very dangerous. There is also no ‘Right to Roam’ as in Scotland. Here, walking through private 
property will also be very dangerous.  
 
Elisabetta: Thank you very much for sharing. We will look forward to continuing this 
conversation during the Path Maker’s Gathering and Slow Marathon on April 21 and 22.  
 
Appendix C: Rachel Ashton Artist’s Report  
 

Artists Report 2018: Digital Collaboration with May Murad, Gaza 

This project was a year-long digital communication between me, a painter in Scotland and May 
Murad, a painter in Gaza. During this time we exchanged images of and painted each other’s 
landscapes, mapped out and organised a walking marathon in each country and collected and 
catalogued plants along the way. It began as a series of roughly interconnected ideas and grew 
into a multi-layered, interdisciplinarily collaboration and friendship with long lasting 
consequences and connections. 

Walking out the marathon route was an integral part of the project in Gaza and Scotland and 
through this, plants and their history were discovered, researched and catalogued, landscapes were 
digitally recorded and exchanged, politics, art, agriculture and many other subjects discussed and 
many friendships were forged. The route for me was also a walk into my past as the route 
inadvertently passed nearby several of my childhood haunts, homes and friends. 

Wild plant properties was already an interest of mine, but within this project, using Rosa 
Luxemburg’s jotters as a point of inspiration, I had the opportunity to research plants more 
thoroughly, extensively and creatively and also engage public interest in them. I ran plant journaling 
and plant drawing workshops with adults and in the local schools and the Sheltered Housing and 
was dismayed to find how little knowledge of local wild plants remains, but also cheered that there is 
interest in re-discovering the edibility and medicinal value of them and I plan to continue this element 
of the project, through more workshops/walks and knowledge sharing on the Facebook page Citizen 
Herbarium that we set up for this purpose. 

As Rosa Luxemburg was a pacifist and an activist and because of 2018 being the centenary of the 
end of WW1 and because of the political nature of the collaboration with May, the project could have 
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branched off in so many additional directions and there was a point I had to take stock and decide 
how much I could realistically achieve in a year. 

In my communication with May, we shared and learned much about each other’s families, cultures, 
landscape and politics and I did my own research into the history of the Palestinian/Israeli conflict. It 
was a very personal insight into the life of someone living under an occupation and my 
understanding of the situation has increased massively. There was however, a strange reversal of 
visual expectations, initially, because we embarked on the project just four months after my home 
had been destroyed by a massive house fire and the pictures I showed May looked superficially 
more like the aftermath of a warzone than the pictures May showed me. She was also surprised by 
the unconventional off-grid way I live too (before and after the fire) and we discovered many things 
we had in common, including our shared use of the same kind of petrol generator and batteries to 
provide back-up electricity. Even with these similarities, though, talking with May has highlighted 
comparatively how much choice and freedom we have in Scotland and is a reminder to be very 
grateful for this.  

Painting the Gaza landscape threw up, for me, some surprising reactions and problems and has 
ultimately changed and advanced my practice radically, possibly permanently. I was to paint May’s 
landscape and I had a chance to shine a light on the oppression May and the people of Gaza live 
under, but my reaction initially was to hide in what was familiar; the green foliage in her 
Grandparents’ back garden; especially since this seemed to be what May mainly wanted to show 
me. I asked her, with trepidation if she could also show me any signs of the occupation like border 
walls and she showed me a leaflet dropped by an Israeli warplane, warning the people of Gaza to 
stay away from the border fences or they would be shot at. But she was able to show me the 
entrance to one of the overcrowded refugee camps, which I subsequently painted many times while 
investigating my feelings of discomfort around requesting to see evidence of another people’s 
oppression and trying to paint it. I expressed some of this in a poem, which was painted onto one of 
the refugee camp paintings in English and Arabic, translated for me by May. For an event linked to 
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my project; an evening of peace related songs and poetry, which I hosted, I also wrote a song that 
reflected on peace and conflict, walking and displaced people.  

The Pathmakers Gathering which hosted speakers on political walking and political activism, 
worked well with a preview of my paintings the day before the marathon instead of after, as is usually 
the pattern and doubled as registration for the walkers who were presented with the booklet of the 
route and also a booklet I designed, containing paintings of eight local plants and the words of a 
song I wrote about their healing properties, which I also sang at the end of the event.  

The finalising of the Slow Marathon route after a year of peaceful and reflective walking proved 
quite stressful with the marathon falling during the lambing season and on the same day as a car 
rally and some last minute changes needed made as a result. But the day itself was beautiful and 
trouble free, except for me personally, as I had hurt my knee a few days before hand and could only 
manage half the marathon in the end. I think this worked out better in the end though, as it gave me 
more time to talk to May and look at the footage of the Gaza marathon, on route and for the 
photographer to document this and to send footage of our marathon to May and also because I got a 
lift for the middle section, from Keith to the White Woods, for me to greet people there and show 
them footage of the tandem marathon in Gaza.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On reflection, it was felt that maybe, more could have been made of the connection with Gaza 
during the marathon itself. But there were many technical and logistical problems with this, for 
example; permission was only given to May for the Marathon in Gaza, a day or two before the event, 
so we didn’t know if it would actually take place until the last minute. 

I think May and I set out to do all we could and more within the project and it seems certain that it 
will continue to branch and grow in an organic way, with there already being connections, friendships 
and contacts come about as a result of people taking part in the marathon and other aspects of the 
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project and certainly my friendship with May will continue, I hope, for a long time and maybe one day 
we will get a chance to meet in person. 

What I want to do next has undoubtedly been influenced by the project. This was my first art 
residency and it has opened up new ways of working for me, a more political outlook, a more socially 
engaged practice, a particular interest in the Palestinian situation, a renewed interest in wild plants 
and walking as well as changing technically how I paint. I hope to continue to work on some 
elements of the project and for the exhibition and surrounding materials and information to travel 
further afield. 

 
Appendix D: May Murad Artist’s Report  
 
Artists Report 2018: Digital Collaboration with Rachel Ashton , Huntly 

The project started in a very difficult period of my life. It was at a time when I wanted to get away 
from the whole world and be isolated - it was not total isolation but I wanted to get as far away as 
possible from everything. 

I was very frustrated and sad most of the time. In that period my paintings were painted "gray 
case ". 

I started communicating with Claudia in order to achieve that project .. I needed the energy that 
the project might give me. 

 

Communication at first was not easy. Especially since my English is not quite good. 

I worked hard and my friend " Sami Ajrami " helped me. The journey of digital coexistence 
began with artist Rachel Ashton of Scotland. 

Rachel is a very wonderful person, beautiful and talented and I can make great use of her. Even 
seeing and interpreting things and scenes I like. Such an opportunity really deserves to live on 
the ground. 

We started to get to know our families and cultures through sharing photos and videos. 
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We have noticed that we are very similar in many aspects of life. And family atmosphere. 

 

When I explain to her how we light the house by car battery. i was surprised that she was doing 
it too, especially after the painful incident of her home. 

We are all messy. 

Knowing a new environment and seeing all those green spaces and drawing those scenes 
made me really quieter and made me discover many areas in myself, an important experience 
for any artist to develop his skills and experience everything. 
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Working on collecting, drawing and documenting wild plants in a book and collecting information 
around them is a real addition to my dictionary. I loved that experience and I think it deserves to 
have a wider time. Technically, scientifically and popularly deserves a lot of effort. 

     

 

Finally, the project ends with the Slow Marathon, which is also a unique experience and 
coordination of all these things for the success of the marathon, walking 42 km and facing all the 
challenges in Gaza. After all, everything was fine. 

The great thanks to all the friends who participated with me in the success of this activity of 
walkers, singers and performers. 
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Overall, we can not say that it is a finished project. It is a project with human dimensions and 
there is still much to be learned. 

 

I was happy with the digital accommodation  because I was able to bring my voice to the world, 
and I was able to receive another voice . that I consider to be a station or stage that was 
preparing me for  art residency on real life 

I look forward to seeing you soon. 

May  

Appendix E: Press Release 

Media Release 
Slow Marathon 2018: Dufftown to Huntly 
21/22 April 2018 – walk as slow as you like and still do a marathon! 
 
Palestinian and Scottish artists collaborate in digital residency linking Gaza and Huntly 

● May Murad and Rachel Bride Ashton take inspiration from Rosa Luxemburg’s 
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botanical collections in year-long collaboration, Walk Without Walls 
● Residency comes at time of increasing unrest in Gaza following US decision to 

move embassy to Jerusalem 
● Project culminates in Slow Marathons in Aberdeenshire and Gaza 

 

          

Images: Pressed flower books created by May Murad (left) and Rachel Bride Ashton 
(centre) featuring local flora in Scotland and Gaza inspired by Rosa Luxemburg’s jotters 
(right) 
 

“It's a new and exciting experience and adds a lot to me as an artist from 

Gaza which has been besieged for such a long time. It's like a 

window on the world and I'm not the only one standing by this 

window.” 

May Murad 

 

May’s landscape is beautiful in a very different way from mine and I can’t help 

looking for the beauty in it. At the same time I feel weighted down by the 

socio-political situation which has just recently erupted into unrest 

again after Trump’s decision to recognise Jerusalem as the Israeli 

capital.” 

Rachel Bride Ashton 

 

Huntly-based Deveron Projects has been connecting the Aberdeenshire town with the 

international arts community digitally through its weekly Friday lunches which regularly see 

artists from across the globe joining discussions via Skype. This collaboration has now been 

taken to another level in a digital residency bringing together Scottish-based painter Rachel 

Bride Ashton and May Murad who lives and works in Gaza.  
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“Deveron Projects has long wanted to work with Palestinian artists as part of its the Town is the 

Venue residencies,” says Director, Claudia Zeiske. “Unfortunately, for political reasons it would 

not be possible for a Palestinian artist to come to Scotland, so we decided to develop our 

existing digital connections with international artists and create a fully-fledged digital residency 

bringing together Gaza-based May Murad with Rachel Bride Ashton who is lives and works here 

in north east Scotland. Through the partnership we have been finding out how artistic 

collaboration can work despite restrictive political situations.” 

 

“This year we mark one hundred years since of the end of WWI, which makes us think about 

other places that were involved in this conflict,” adds Zeiske. “The Palestinian territory of Gaza 

was occupied in 1918 by the UK government after the end of WWI, and its history has since 

been shaped by this event” 

 

Over the last 8 months Murad and Ashton have been engaging digitally through image and 

video, sketches and text to share their very different respective landscapes. Drawing on the 

botanical collections of pacifist Rosa Luxemburg – whose jotters created whilst imprisoned act 

as a legacy of her work – the artists have been cataloguing the variety and uses of the wild 

plants that grow in their different climates.  Each artist has created a book of pressed flowers 

from their own locality and paintings of each other’s landscapes which have been inspired by 

shared digital images. 
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Images: Rachel Bride Ashton (left) and May Murad (right) make paintings of each others landscapes  

 

The year-long project will culminate in two Slow Marathons in April 2018: one in Aberdeenshire 

on Sunday 22 April following a route from Dufftown to Huntly via the White Wood, and one in 

Gaza which is exactly one marathon in distance from north to south with walls at both ends. 

Each artist has been exploring and documenting the route of their respective Slow Marathon 

through the indigenous flora. 

Murad sent Ashton videos of her route through the streets and everyday scenes in her families 

back yards, filled with the foliage of her country and the views over roof tops from her bedroom 

window, utilitarian and industrial. And she sent videos of scenes from stretches of the road to 

Jerusalem as she travelled there for one of her exhibitions by bus; dry and dusty with sparse 

spikey vegetation and buildings and signs painted with beautiful and colourful Arabic script. 

 

“This project has challenged my practice as an artist,” says Rachel. “The subject is one I would 

not necessarily have chosen to paint - a foreign country and culture and seen only digitally and 

through the eyes of someone else, but also through the framework of wild plants/weeds which I 

am very familiar with in this country and not so in Gaza.” 

 

“When I started communicating with May and seeing the videos she sent me of her landscape in 

Gaza, I was excited by the new and subtly different colours and forms, though surprised by the 

lack of ruined buildings and debris,” she adds. “I found myself responding by painting very 

representational scenes, which not my usual practice. 
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 “May’s landscape is beautiful in a very different way from mine and I can’t help looking for the 

beauty in it. At the same time I feel weighted down and inhibited by the socio-political situation, 

which I am hearing and reading about and trying to understand, and which has just recently 

erupted into unrest again after Trump’s decision to recognise Jerusalem as the Israeli capital.” 

 

Meanwhile, Ashton sent Murad images of the countryside around Huntly including the White 

Wood, an art project led by Caroline Wendling memorialising WWI pacificists which includes oak 

saplings grown from acorns taken from Joseph Beuys 7000 Oaks and stones collected near the 

WWI trenches. 

 

"I'm really happy to work on this special project,” says May Murad. “It is a real addition to me 

culturally, technically, socially and linguistically.” 

 

“It's a new and exciting experience and adds a lot to me as an artist from Gaza which has been 

besieged for such a long time. It's like a window on the world and I'm not the only one standing 

by this window.” 

 

“There are many natural areas in Palestine, but the nature of the siege makes movement very 

limited and this means you can not see these areas much, especially in Gaza as it is a very 

small and crowded and full of wars during the past periods.” 

 

“The experience of working on Wild Plants book is also a very important scientific addition I think 

is not just me, but working on this book is hopefully going to be an important reference about 

plants that grow in Palestine.” 

 

“It is really nice to build this relationship with people who understand you abroad and build this 

beautiful bridge to the world. It is the beginning of a Iong-term friendship that will not finish after 

the project ends.” 

 

Slow Marathon is an annual event which was initiated by artist Mihret Kebde in 2012. Previous 

walks have followed old drover routes, the former Portsoy to Huntly railway line and the river 

Deveron among others. This year’s Scottish walk will see around 100 walkers following a 

26-mile route from Dufftown to Huntly on Saturday 21 April. Rachel Bride Ashton will furnish the 
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walkers with information on the many plants that she has documented along the route so that 

they can look out for them. Meanwhile, in Gaza the event will of necessity involve fewer 

participants (large gatherings being seen as a possible provocation) probably walking segments 

of the 26-mile route over a period of several days. 

 

For full details of Slow Marathon 2018 in Scotland and to sign up visit 

https://www.deveron-projects.com/events/slow-marathon-2017-event/ Weekend tickets are 

priced £35 adults,(£25 for early bird bookers) and £15 students and include a Pathmakers 

gathering day of talks and events on Saturday 21 April together with the marathon walk on 

Sunday 22 April. 

 

For further information on Deveron Projects visit: www.deveron-projects.com 
 

Ends 

 

For further information, images and interviews contact: 
Lesley Booth, 07799414474 / Lesley@newcenturypr.com 
 

Notes for Editors 
 

Deveron Projects 
For the last 21 years Deveron Projects (formerly Deveron Arts) has been running award-winning 

artists residencies under “The Town is the Venue” banner. Based in Huntly, a market town in the north 

east of Scotland with a population of 4,500, they have worked with the history, context and identity of 

the town creating socially engaged projects that connect artists, communities and places from across 

the globe. Over 80 artists writers, musicians and artists from five continents have come to the town 

including: Omar Afif (Morocco), Paul Anderson (Scotland), Dalziel + Scullion (Scotland), Richard 

Demarco (Scotland), Hamish Fulton (England), Manaf Halbouni (Syrua/Germany), Mary Jane Jacob 

(USA), Mihret Kebede (Ethiopia), Peter Liversidge (England), Richard Long (England), Umesh 

Maddanhalli (India), Baudouin Mouanda (Congo-Brazzaville), Simon Preston (England), Ross Sinclair 

(Scotland), Utopia Group (China), Caroline Wendling (France), Emily White (England) Celia-Yunior 

(Cuba) www.deveron-projects.com. 
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Slow Marathon 
Slow Marathon brings art and walking together to explore a landscape. It was initiated by 

Ethiopian artist, Mihret Kebede, through her residency with Deveron Arts (now Deveron 

Projects) in 2012. The inaugural event saw walkers follow a route in the hills around the 

Aberdeenshire Town of Huntly. Since then the annual event has seen routes from the Cabrach 

to Huntly (2013); Glenkindie to Huntly along the old Heilan’ Ways (2014); along the Portsoy to 

Huntly railway line with Stuart MacAdam as part of his Lines Lost project (2014); and along the 

River Deveron (2016) – a route inspired by Anne Murray and musician Jake Williams With and 

Against the Flow project, and Corren Hills to Huntly (2017), led by Andrea Geile as part of her 

Energised Landscape project. 

 

Appendix F: Rachel Ashton’s Plant Song  
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Appendix G: Slow Marathon Evaluation  

Slow Marathon Review 2018 
 
9.45am, 27 April 2018 
Brander Kitchen 
 
Present: Elisabetta Rattalino, Rachael Disbury, Debbie Haefner, Claudia Zeiske, Rachel 
Ashton, Blake Morris, Lola Otto, Robyn Wolsey 
 
DH 
Appreciate everything that put into it. Route was good, great scenery. Didn’t get to see all the 
talks. Took a wrong turn at Ruthven/Bin Forest. Was clear in book, but hadn’t looked. How to 
get more Huntly folk involved? Price too expensive - they don’t see whole picture of what the 
money goes to. Show more what you get out of it. Timing? Price the main thing. Liked the 
drone. Fitness aspect could be encouraged - tap into health. Seeing everyone all excited in the 
Square for the bus. Registration could be more open, maybe people are limited because of the 
two days. Donald Boyd wonders if combining it with the HDDT cycle event would be beneficial. 
 
RA 
Didn’t know why the price was so high prior to doing it either. 
 
Discussion 
Who to target? Sports, outdoor, arty, local, mindfulness, those with money? Training was free. 
Returning people? 
 
RD 
Danger of art - saying ‘Slow Marathon’ as if everyone knows… be clear. Smooth, no drama, 
everyone seemed happy. Re-ordering days made more sense. 
Timings weren’t correct - people back between 3.30 and 6pm mostly. Consistency in it being 
short of 26 mile length. Talks were a good balance. Theme was unclear. Diane made a good 
point about concept of walls being more - border between Moray and Aberdeenshire. People 
that would do a marathon and therefore know the price - aren’t our audience. Rachel’s 
exhibition was good, as was song. 
 
ER 
Would be nice to have a recognisable garment for each walker. Marking after Pippy’s Castle, so 
they knew they were going the right way. Walk - could have used more digital. Whatsapp chat? 
People really wanted to know what was going on in Gaza. Saturday talks so useful. Everyone 
keen to learn about project. Plant booklet worked well for some people. A lot of food. Everyone 
worked really hard - good team effort. Saturday worked well - except speaker - food could have 
been displayed better, rushed and in tinfoil. Talks were great. Song was amazing. Pleased with 
exhibition. Overall project - documentation should be considered from start. 
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RW 
T Shirts in Gaza were recognisable. White Wood was a good stop - Katie, crockery and cordial. 
Robin playing the banjo was a hit. Good feedback from walkers, but generally people said it was 
too short. Pathmaker’s Gathering exhibition looked really good, aided people’s understanding. 
Slow Marathon side and art project side together, plus registration worked well. Who came to 
talks who didn’t do marathon? Marketing through universities. Could have done Facebook live 
on walk? 
 
LO 
People appreciated food and certificate. One foot bath doesn’t work so well. Good chatting to 
people when they came back. Was less difficult without usual fences. Exhib and talks went well. 
 
BM 
Walk really nice, calm route. Would have liked more about Gaza in book - where were they? 
Where was connection? How to link as we walked? Could have been streamed in the yurt.  
Gathering before really made sense. Spent much of the day talking about Gaza. 
 
RA 
Don’t want to regret what didn’t happen. The Gaza route was last minute so it couldn’t be in 
route. Looked like they weren’t even going to get to do marathon. T shirt good idea? Good to be 
able to spot each other on way - sash? Maybe the year was too long - put her all into it all year - 
maybe more practical in shorter timescale. Starting the project at that time in her life - still in 
trauma - wasn’t great. Great opportunity - woman at Inverleith Botanical with potential next 
project?  
 
CZ 
Thanks to everyone - went smoothly, running in background. Really enjoyed working with 
Rachel. Project became so much better, so many possibilities. Political, digital issues - 
challenges. Still work to do. Could have done more to bring the groups together. Visually - 
tshirts - drones? Showing the border between Moray and Aberdeenshire would have made a 
mockery of Gaza. Brochure maybe too fancy to go for a walk. Book is coming. No imagery from 
other side. No one gets what we have done? 
 
BM 
This is huge!  
 
RA 
Conversations with May didn’t reveal horrors of Gaza that others talk about. May - middle class, 
positive, well-off. None of the fires, protests, camps. Shown one side of Gaza.  
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